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Property Description 

The text and photographs that follow were compiled and quoted from a variety of sources including: 

• Original work by Poster Frost Mirto, Architecture/Planning/Preservation, August 2015. 

• SHPO, RECOMMENDATION OF PROTENTIAL ELIGIBILITY (ROPE), Broadway Village Shopping Center, 

Form 2015, prepared by Tucson Historic Preservation Foundation, undated. 

• STATE OF ARIZONA, HISTORIC PROPERTY INVENTORY FORM, 3-part inventory forms prepared by 

Ralph Comey & Janet Parkhurst, Associated Architects, 7/28/09 

• Broadway, Euclid to County Club Roadway Improvement Project, COT, Pima County, RTA, 2015.  

• Overview of Broadway Village and Its Development Team, Brooks Jeffery, 3/21/10 

• Joesler and Murphey, an Architectural Legacy for Tucson, 2000, by University of Arizona  
 

Broadway Village was conceived and developed as a commercial shopping center by local developers 

John and Helen Murphey. The couple commissioned architect Josias Joesler in 1939 to design a 

suburban shopping center on the southwest corner of Broadway Boulevard and Country Club Road. 

The development location was in close proximity to Tucson’s upper class suburban neighborhoods 

including Colonia Solana and El Encanto. The Broadway Village was located just east of the now 

redeveloped Tucson Country Club and golf course and a half mile west of the El Conquistador Hotel 

(1929). Over time, as needs changed, Joesler designed additions and alternations to the shopping 

center that expanded and enhanced the footprint.  After Joesler’s death in 1956 the Murpheys hired 

Mexican architect Juan Wørner Baz to continue development of the Village extending the concept to 

the west across Eastbourne Avenue with the construction of the last building in 1961. (Those Juan 

Wørner Baz structures are not part of this Landmark application). Broadway Village is situated on 2.68 

acres at the southwest corner of Broadway Boulevard and Country Club Road. Today there are 14 

storefronts occupying over 37,000 square feet of retail space. 
 

 
Broadway Village (looking southwest, with Broadway crossing from bottom left to top right and Country Club 

crossing from top left to bottom right of photo),  circa 1940, AHS524.   
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Broadway Village, looking west down Broadway with Country Club (crossing left to right at center of photo),  circa 

1950, AHS1189.   
 

 
Enlarged detail of circa 1950 photo.  
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The Joesler designed portion of the shopping center (this application) is comprised of two brick and 

burnt adobe buildings connected by a red brick breezeway.  From Josias Joesler, an Architectural 

Eclectic: 
 

The Broadway Village Shopping Center was built in 1939. The use of "village" in the title is quite 

intentional, as Joesler tried to create the scale and character of a village, whose model is said to 

be the Mexican village of Patzcuaro. Located far from downtown shops, the innovation of 

Broadway Village as a shopping center is its opposition to the traditional "strip" commercial 

development. Parking is relegated to the back of the property (sic), allowing the building and its 

sculpted outdoor spaces to face Broadway and inviting people to participate in a pedestrian 

experience. The scale and use of Spanish Colonial Revival forms, low-pitched clay tile roofs, 

arched openings, carved niches, arcades, stairways, mortar-washed brick and colored ceramic 

tile implies a timeless quality to this complex that invokes antiquity. 
 

As can be seen from the 1950 historic photo, the vast majority of the parking was originally in the back 

of the shopping center, there was a single row of parking on the Broadway side as well. The breezeway 

connected the two. However, as was typical in a lot of commercial development in Tucson, as the 

arterial streets were widened, street-side parking was consumed. Today only rear parking remains east 

of Eastbourne, while Broadway frontage parking remains only west of Eastbourne.  

 

  
Broadway Village, aerial photo 2014. (North is up). The Joesler portion (this application) is the eastern (right) 

portion of the photo. Phase 1 is in yellow (Gas station has been removed), phase 2 is in red, phase 3 is in green, 

and phase 4 is in blue. The later Juan Wørner Baz development (excluded from this application) is the western 

(left) portion of the photo. Building A is east of the breezeway.  Building B is west of the breezeway.  
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Phase 1, Buildings A and B. (North is down).  Elevation is looking south. Note gas station (removed) on left.  
 

Joesler Building A (1939 – 1950s)   

The eastern most building in the shopping center is located on the southwest corner of Broadway 

Boulevard and Country Club Road. The building is built from redbrick and burnt adobe, and finished 

with decorative tiles, plaster finishes, and mortar washes that combine to create a “village” feeling.   

Building A is one story with storefronts on the east, west and north facades. The north elevation 

features a circular rotunda design element that appears in other examples of Joesler’s work.  The 

rounded design element is topped with barrel red tile and a hand forged iron weather vane featuring 

the construction date 1939.  The rest of the north elevation was originally recessed with a service 

station on the corner. Over time, as more commercial space was needed, Joesler designed additions to 

house new commercial storefronts.  The two north facing storefronts have more modern detailing with 

a large glass window display, metal ornamentation and glass doors. The additions were a departure of 

the original 1939 highly romantic conception and a shift toward a more modern approach. The west 

elevation has rabbling massing and details that convey the original design intent.  Over time some of 

the original steel casement windows have been replaced with aluminum frame.  
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Building A and B are connected by a red brick breezeway toward the rear of the buildings creating an 

access point from the rear parking. The two buildings create a small plaza that opens to Broadway 

Boulevard.  
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Joesler Building B (1939 – 1950s)   

Building B continued Joesler’s rambling romantic style including a small second story office (originally 

designed as an apartment) that gave the complex height and volume that enhanced the “village” 

feeling.  The second story created the opportunity for an outdoor stylized brick staircase and iron 

balcony details.  Building B housed the largest of the commercial spaces originally occupied by 

Broadway Village Market and a drugstore.  The north elevation included glass entry doors, a small 

tower, and arched glass storefront windows.  The western side of the building featured a series of small 

shops with wooden doors and steel casement windows. Throughout the exterior of the building are 

small niches and statues, decorative iron work and hand crafted finishes. The building retains a high 

degree of integrity.  
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North elevation of Building B. From the blue topped tower east (to the left) is phase 1 of development.  
 

     
Details of west elevation of Building B, along Eastbourne. This is the second phase of building B.  

Statement of significance:  
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The Broadway Village Shopping Center was built between 1939 and 1961. The complex was 

commissioned by Tucson developers John and Helen Murphey, and designed by two master architects: 

Swiss born architect Josias Joesler (1895-1956) and Mexican architect Juan Wørner Baz (1928-2014).  

Broadway Village is a continuum of the Murphey’s architectural and romantic vision for Tucson, and 

captures the evolution of Spanish and Mexican architectural expression as both commercial needs and 

architectural trends evolved during the twentieth century.  Broadway Village is eligible at the local level 

of significance under National Register criterion A: Suburban Development of Tucson, Arizona as the 

first suburban grocery-anchored shopping center and under Criteria C representing the work of 

recognized architectural masters Josias Joesler and Juan Wørner Baz. 
 

The City of Tucson Planned Area Development Document, dated  2011 provides an overview of the 

development and significance of the shopping center: 
 

Broadway Village is a timeless collaboration between local real estate developers, John and 

Helen Murphey, and Swiss architect, Josias Joesler. Built in 1939, Broadway Village captures 

Spanish Mission Revival architecture in Arizona’s first shopping center. Joesler’s use of arches, 

breezeways, and patios elicit an outdoor lifestyle and Mexican antiquity that convey the 

romantic cultural heritage of Tucson. Joesler’s prolific 30-year career with the Murphey’s and 

their entrepreneurial legacy continue to define architectural standards in the Southwest. 
 

John Murphey, as a young developer and visionary, and his wife Helen began creating building 

trends in Tucson in the early 1920’s. Helen Murphey contributed greatly to the overall aesthetic 

image of their projects through her study of Mexican art and architecture. John went to 

California many times to solicit a Spanish Revival architect to be his company architect and 

finally recruited Josias Joesler in 1927, then working in Los Angeles. Murphey-Keith Building 

Company supplied Joesler with 56 jobs in 1928 alone, initiating a patron-architect relationship 

that lasted for more than 30 years. Together they produced over 400 buildings in Tucson. 

Joesler’s ability to speak fluent Spanish to primarily Mexican craftsmen led to pride in their 

work, as exhibited in the quality of their final products. He commanded great respect from 

everyone who worked with him, and he valued the work of his craftsmen. Joesler’s work decided 

the stylistic imagery used to promote Tucson as a resort destination and subsequently America's 

romance with the Southwest. 
 

Broadway Village Shopping Center was Joesler’s most successful and enduring commercial 

building. The use of "village" in the title is quite intentional, as Joesler tried to create the scale 

and character of a Mexican village. The Murphey’s found the impetus for Broadway Village on a 

visit to Patzcuaro, a quaint village in Central Mexico. They decided to recreate the village square 

with Joesler’s expertise, using its Spanish Colonial Revival forms, low-pitched clay tile roofs, 

arched openings, carved niches, arcades, stairways, mortar-washed brick, and colored ceramic 

tile. Together they crafted a romantic sense of place in Broadway Village for locals and visitors 

alike to admire and enjoy. 
 

Although cherished for its iconic Spanish Revival architecture, Broadway Village was also a 

pioneering retail concept. In 1939, although far from downtown shops, its innovative plaza-style 

site plan with parking in the rear exposed its sculpted outdoor spaces to Broadway. With a 

genuine understanding of the retail experience, the Murphey-Joesler team designed Broadway 

Village to invite neighbors to shop and socialize throughout the scenic village plaza. 
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Records also show that Broadway Village was the first shopping center in Arizona. Even more 

impressive, Broadway Village merged a village shopping center with a neighborhood grocery 

store. The vision of the Murphey-Joesler partnership created Arizona’s first neighborhood 

shopping center while capturing a timeless quality of antiquity. 
 

 
 

Josias Joesler’s contribution as a master architect has been formally detailed and validated in a pending 

Josias Joesler Multiple Property Documentation Form (MPDF).  Although Broadway Village will not be 

nominated under the MPDF, the Joesler context provides a baseline for nominating the shopping 

center under Criteria C with the context provided in the Casa Juan Paisano and Catalina Foothills 

Estates Apartments nominations.   
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Character Defining Elements of Broadway Village/Future Design Treatment Guidelines. 

 

As a City of Tucson Historic Landmark, it becomes essential that the maintenance and upkeep of 

Broadway Village preserves the property and its historic resources.  In addition, future design efforts 

must continue to respect the elements that give the property its historic significance, retaining all 

seven qualities of National Register integrity.  

 

1. Location.  When built, Broadway Village was on the edge of the city’s urban development.  While 

development around it has slightly modified its original conception, the modifications were minor and 

clearly in keeping with the design intent.  

• All efforts should be made to preserve the feel of its location including maintenance of 

Eastbourne as a through street.  

 

2. Design.  The exterior resources have remained largely unaltered. As tenants have come and gone, 

changes, sometimes substantial, have occurred within the structures. But as commercial structures, 

they were always intended to host a series of internal tenant improvements.  The external design has 

seen little change. The changes that have occurred are mostly additive, with patios, ramadas, planters, 

and fences added to the structure. These are by-and-large reversible and generally have been done in 

the eclectic spirit of the original design. 

• The overall site plan concept of Broadway Village needs to be maintained. The breezeway is an 

essential part of the design concept connecting through to rear parking and providing a 

pedestrian experience perpendicular to Broadway Boulevard.  

 

 
View of breezeway looking south 
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Ramada and planters added on south side of breezeway. These are recently-added reversible features that are in 

the spirit of the original design, but are sufficiently and distinctly modern so as to be distinguishable from historic 

resources. It may seem counter-intuitive, but it is important that modern additions to the structure and site be 

designed so as to not detract from the original design and to be easily understandable as contemporary 

modifications. New designs should resist the temptation to imitate the historic resources. That only adds to 

confusion as to what is actually historic and what is contemporary.  
 

• On the edges of the site - Eastbourne, Broadway, and Country Club - the pedestrian character and 

paving materials should be preserved, as far as is practical. If paving is replaced for safety or for 

drainage reasons, a brick running-bond paving pattern (as exists on Eastbourne, from the 

breezeway south, and at Falora) is recommended. On Eastbourne, the landscaped median and 

the east side of Eastbourne landscape should be preserved. The olive trees, part of the historic 

landscape, should be cared for and preserved. However, the olive trees are old, in declining 

health, and no longer an allowed species. As they die, they should be replaced with Swan Hill 

olives. The olives in the south parking lot need not be preserved.  
 

 
East side of Eastbourne looking northeast.  
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Country Club looking west.  

 

     
Broadway pedestrian frontage 
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3. Setting.  Even though Broadway has encroached somewhat from the north and removed a row of 

Broadway-frontage parking, the setting remains unaltered.  

• The setting is what defines this historic property. All aspects of the site, with the exception of the 

south parking lot, surrounding the historic structures should be preserved.  
 

 
 

4. Materials.  Most of the materials remain the same from the period of significance of the phased 

structures.  Stabilization and limited alterations have generally remained true to the original material 

palette. The most volatile has been the treatment of windows and doors. In the past, they have been 

modified on occasion and in specific locations, to the detriment of Broadway Village. To the extent 

possible the remaining original windows - casement windows and wood sash- and remaining original 

doors should be maintained and repaired instead of replaced. It is recommended that no changes be 

made to the original wall materials, original roofing materials, and appearance of the eclectic building 

materials and skin.   

• Painting of the brick is difficult to reverse. All existing masonry material should be preserved in its 

current condition. 
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• The eclectic nature of the exterior masonry details is a very important historic feature and must 

be preserved. All walls, parapets, cornices, tile, towers, chimneys all should be preserved. 
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• Doors and windows are an important and difficult problem in historic structures.  They are a key 

architectural character-defining element, but they are also an element that has performance 

characteristics – insulative value, solar transmission, reflectivity, safety, durability, etc. Many 

windows and doors have already been replaced. As a design standard for this Landmark structure 

it is recommended that no new replacement of doors and windows should be made. Preservation 

of the existing doors and windows should be the first approach. If preservation is not possible, 

then replacement with an accurate identical product is satisfactory. In the event that 

contemporary safety and or operational requirements absolutely require replacement, then the 

product should be obviously contemporary and not a false historical element.  

 

   
 

     
 

5. Workmanship.  The quality of workmanship is intact; the original craftsmanship with which 

Broadway Village was built is still reflected in the design, and remains strong.  

• All elements of workmanship in building design and use of materials should be preserved.  

• In the interior, adaptive re-use requirements allow for a more lenient approach to change. Key 

interior elements that should be preserved and high-lighted where possible are the domed cupola 

in the current Sushi Garden space, the bow trusses, wood beams and corbels, interior brick walls 

and other masonry elements,  
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6. Feeling.  The sense of place, evoking the Mexican village of Patzcuaro, deliberately cultivated by 

Josias Joesler remains intact, reflecting his picturesque and eclectic philosophy.  

• All of the building elements that contribute to that feeling should be maintained.  
 

     
 

7. Association.  The historic associations of the property have remained.  

• The vision of the Murphey’s, as implemented by Josias Joesler and later, Juan Wørner Baz, for a 

new type of shopping center continue to be reflected in the structure.  

 



STATE OF ARIZONA             HISTORIC PROPERTY INVENTORY FORM 
 
Please type or print clearly.  Fill out each applicable space accurately and with as much information as is known about the property.  

Use continuation sheets where necessary.  Send completed form to: State Historic Preservation Office, 1300 W. Washington, 

Phoenix, AZ  85007 

 

PROPERTY IDENTIFICATION 

For properties identified through survey:  Site No:     Survey Area: Broadway Blvd, Euclid to Country Club  
 

Historic Name(s):  Broadway Village (all phases)  
  (Enter the name(s), if any, that best reflects the property’s historic importance.) 

 

Address:  123-139 S. Eastbourne, 3000-3052 E. Broadway, and 52 (no longer in use) -120 S. Country Club  

 

City or Town:      Tucson    vicinity County:      Pima  Tax Parcel No.  129- 02- 0010 
 

Township:  14S  Range:   14E  Section:   17   Quarter Section: NE   Acreage:   2.38 
 

Block:   Lot(s):      A      Plat (Addition): Broadway Village  Year of plat (addition): 1939  
 

UTM reference: Zone  12  Easting  Northing  USGS 7.5’ quad map:    Tucson  

 

Architect: Josias Joesler        not determined          known (source: ) 

 

Builder: John W. Murphey        not determined          known (source: ) 

 

Construction Date: 1939,‘40,‘47,'48,’58 known estimated (source: Assessor                                         ) 

 

STRUCTURAL CONDITION 

 Good (well maintained, no serious problems apparent) 

 

 Fair (some problems apparent)  Describe: 

    

 

 Poor (major problems; imminent threat)  Describe: 

    

 

 Ruin/Uninhabitable 

 

USES/FUNCTIONS 
Describe how the property has been used 

over time, beginning with the original use. 

Commercial   

  

  

  

Sources:  Assessor     

  

 

PHOTO INFORMATION 

Date of photo:  4-11-2012  

View Direction (looking towards) 

  

Negative No.:  

Attach recent photograph of property to this space. 

Additional photos may be appended on continuation sheets. 

 

 



SIGNIFICANCE 
To be eligible for the National Register of Historic Places, a property must represent an important part of the history or architecture 

of an area.  Note: a property need only be significant under one of the areas below to be eligible for the National Register. 

 

A. HISTORIC EVENTS/TRENDS (On a continuation sheet describe how the property is associated either with a significant 

historic event, or with a trend or pattern of events important to the history of the nation, the state, or a local community.) 

 

B. PERSON (On a continuation sheet describe how the property is associated with the life of a person significant in the past.) 

 

C. ARCHITECTURE (On a continuation sheet describe how the property embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, 

period, or method of construction, or that represents the work or a master, or possesses high artistic values.) 

 

 Outbuildings:  (Describe any other buildings or structures on the property and whether they may be considered historic.) 

   

 

INTEGRITY 
To be eligible for the National Register, a property must have integrity, that is, it must be able to visually convey its importance.  

Provide detailed information below about the property’s integrity.  Use continuation sheets if necessary. 

 

1. LOCATION Original Site Moved (date ) Original Site:  

 

2. DESIGN (Describe alterations from the original design, including dates—known or estimated—when alterations were made) 

 Spanish Colonial Revival – appears unaltered  

   

 

3. SETTING (Describe the natural and/or built environment around the property)  

 Brick walks around and through complex, a few shrubs in planters, mature trees, asphalt-paved parking lot  
 

 Describe how the setting has changed since the property’s period of significance:  
 Appears unchanged  

 

4. MATERIALS (Describe the materials used in the following elements of the property) 

 Walls (structure):   Masonry  Foundation: Concrete   Roof:  Mission tile and asphalt  

 Windows:  Fixed glass, wood and steel frames, wood and steel casement, aluminum storefront  

  If the windows have been altered, what were they originally?  

 Wall Sheathing:  Face brick, stucco  

  If the sheathing has been altered, what was it originally?  

 

5. WORKMANSHIP (Describe the distinctive elements, if any, of craftsmanship or method of construction) 

 Exceptional, masonry arches, decorative brick coursing, special timber work, concrete lintels, ceramic tile  
 

NATIONAL REGISTER STATUS (if listed, check the appropriate box) 

 Individually listed; Contributor Noncontributor to   Historic District 

 Date Listed:  Determined eligible by Keeper of National Register (date: ) 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS OF ELIGIBILITY (opinion of SHPO staff or survey consultant) 

 Property  is is not eligible individually. 

 Property  is is not eligible as a contributor to a potential historic district. 

  More information needed to evaluate. 

 If not considered eligible, state reason:  

 

FORM COMPLETED BY: 

Name and Affiliation: Originally by Comey & Parkhurst, combined by Poster Frost Mirto Date: 7-09 and 8-15 

Mailing Address: 3834 E. Calle Cortez & 317 N. Court Ave, Tucson, AZ  Phone No.:  520-882-6310  



STATE OF ARIZONA 

 

HISTORIC PROPERTY INVENTORY FORM 

CONTINUATION SHEET 

 

 name of property         Broadway Village  Continuation Sheet No.   1  
 

========================================================================================= 

 


